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VSA
ACOUSTIC
SOUP
January 29, 2009

The 3rd annual Acoustic Soup benefiting VSA
Arts of Alabama was held at the Tutwiler Hotel.
All proceeds from the sale of tickets, soup bowls
and the silent auction benefited VSA programs.
B&A Warehouse, Café Dupont, Daniel George,
John’s City Diner, Southern Living, Bistro
Provare, Corretti Catering, Jackson’s Bar and
Bistro, Ashley Mac’s, Lucy’s Coffee and Tea,
Tavern on the Summit, V. Richards, Icon Restaurant and Bar, Little Savannah, Veranda, Café
de Paris, Café Iz, City Hall Diner, Dave’s Pizza,
Best Cellars, Bruno’s, Johnson Brothers and
Wine’d Down contributed to the event. For more
information on VSA Arts of Alabama, please
continue reading on page 20.
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Hands of Hope
VSA arts of Alabama encourages
self-expression through art

BY LANIER NORVILLE

In the lobby of Children’s Hospital, a vibrant
painting greets patients and their families. On the
oversized canvas, two outstretched hands hold
countless images — a cross, a handprint, an angel.
Ali DeCamillis, VSA Alabama’s art therapist,
created the piece along with Children’s Hospital
cancer patients. She asked each of them to paint
what hope would look like if they could see it. She
then transposed those images into the
outstretched hands on the canvas, creating a
collaborative painting called “Hands of Hope.”
“The thinking is that without hope you don’t
have anything,” Patti Hendrix Lovoy, executive
director of VSA Alabama, says. “Everybody needs
hope to be able to cope with what is bestowed
upon them.”
One boy even added a rotten log to the piece.
To him, hope was in the circle of life.
“It helps the patients, it helps the doctors, and it
helps the families embrace and understand what’s
going on in the child’s mind,” Lovoy says. And, as a
permanent installation, “Hands of Hope” continues
to evoke conversation among patients, families and
doctors at Children’s Hospital.
VSA arts is a nationwide nonprofit organization
that aims to “create a society where all people with
disabilities learn through, participate in and enjoy
the arts.” The organization provides people with
disabilities and chronic illnesses resources to create,
display and enjoy art. It publicizes the work of community artists with disabilities and helps school art
programs create integrated classroom
experiences. The organization’s local affiliate, VSA

arts of Alabama, is fine-tuning that mission to
serve the Birmingham community, and the Hands
of Hope painting is only one example of that
outreach.
Last year, 62 local artists volunteered to mentor
children who participate in VSA. Through a
program called ArtPartners, emerging VSA artists
are paired with volunteer artists for creative
sessions in the VSA studio.
“In any one session, we may have pairs working with acrylic paints, oil sticks, clay, collage or
photography,” depending on interests, says Lauren
Nichols, community outreach coordinator. Anyone
who wants to be mentored can walk in, sign up and
get creative.
Many children and adults have been affected
by VSA’s programs — a fact evidenced by the little
white space left on the walls of VSA Alabama’s
gallery, the artistic heart of the 2,500-square-foot
facility.
“What we really do is serve people through the
arts,” Lovoy says. “We see the arts as a universal
way to get involved, shine, communicate and
sometimes cope.”
Nichols remembers a verbally impaired child
who learned to express herself through art. “When
she came in, she didn’t have much expression in her
face,” Nichols says. “She picked up a paintbrush and
started splashing color on the canvas, and her face
came alive. It was like all of a sudden she was able
to communicate.”
Participants in VSA arts of Alabama are
encouraged to share their work, and the organization provides them with several opportunities to
do so. Birmingham businesses like KPS Architects,

The AT&T Operations Center, Spain Rehab, Civitan
and Red Mountain Theater have all dedicated
space where VSA artists can show, market and sell
their art. The organization’s gallery also welcomes
passersby to browse and shop.
CreativeFest, an ongoing exhibit at Children’s
Hospital, also showcases art by Alabama students
with and without disabilities side by side. This year,
children with disabilities contributed more than 40
works to the exhibit. “It’s a great way for children
in the hospital to see something other than the
hospital walls,” Lovoy says.
Last year, VSA arts of Alabama reached over
3,000 people through 30 different programs.
“We’ve just made a dent,” Lovoy says. “We want to
do a lot more.”

VSA ARTS OF ALABAMA
JUNIOR PATRONS
Anyone interested in serving the
Birmingham community through the arts is
welcome to join the Junior Patrons of VSA
arts of Alabama, Nichols says. Currently
there are about 40 active members, though
the group’s Facebook page has more than
140. “The Junior Patrons infuse a whole
other level of creativity and compassion” to
VSA’s mission, Lovoy says. “If everybody
gives a little bit and if everybody comes
together, we can accomplish a lot.”
To join the VSA Junior Patrons, contact
Lauren Nichols at Lauren@vsalabama.org
or visit the Junior Patrons of VSA arts of
Alabama Facebook page.
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